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Armenian Volunteer Corps (AVC)
Einsatzstellenbeschreibung
Founded in 2000, the Armenian Volunteer Corps
(AVC) is Armenia’s leading volunteer placement
organization. AVC invites individuals 21 years of
age and older, of all backgrounds from across
the glove, to volunteer in Armenia for two weeks
to one year. In addition to placements, AVC
provides all logistical support from airport-pickup, to host-family living arrangements, Armenian
language classes, and more, in partnership with
its sister organization Birthright Armenia. To date
over 670 volunteer from 47 countries have
served in hundreds of organizations throughout
Armenia.
Tätigkeit in der Einsatzstelle
AVC operates year round and as such there are
no fixed application deadlines. Applications
should preferably be submitted at least one
month prior to the volunteer’s intended arrival
date, allotting enough time for the AVC
application committee to process and review the
application and the AVC staff to make
appropriate arrangements for their service in
Armenia. AVC tries to match both the skills,
experiences and interests of our volunteers to the
needs of the country. AVC has over 700
placement partners in Yerevan and throughout
Armenia in all sectors ranging from Anthropology
and Architecture to Youth work and Zoology.

Unterkunft und Verpflegung
AVC volunteers generally stay with one of our
many host-families. The volunteer will have a
private single room and breakfast daily. Most of
our host families have TV; and the volunteer may
use the kitchen. All our host-families are nonsmoking.
Begleitung
Upon approval, the volunteer will receive a
handbook filled with important information about
Armenia, cultural differences, and practical tips to
help make their stay as successful as possible.
The volunteer will have orientation on the first day
– about Armenia and life in Armenia as a
volunteer, cultural differences, host family life,
volunteer service, available support, other
optional activities that are available such as
weekly excursions, forums, social gatherings and
group community service.
Every in-country volunteer is encouraged to take
our offered Armenian languages classes, twice a
week, for free.
Besonderheiten
Neue Einsatzstelle. Viele Einsatzmöglichkeiten
nach Neigung der Freiwilligen. Erfahrenes
Mentoring im Land durch Aufnahmeorganisation.
Förderprogramm
weltwärts
Internetseite
www.armenianvolunteer.org
Gesucht
4 Freiwillige/r

